We present an algorithm that given a graph computes a subgraph of maximum 'density'. (For unweighed graphs, density is the edges-to-vertices ratio). The proposed algorithm is asymptotically more efficient than the currently available ones. Our approach remains efficient for weighed graphs and more generally for weighed set-systems. Two faster approximation algorithms are offered, and a number of applications are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Given a graph G ¼ (V, E) and two natural numbers k and l, consider the following question: does G contain an induced subgraph with at most k nodes and at least l edges? This problem belongs obviously to the NP class, and the well-known MAX-CLIQUE problem is trivially reduced to it by setting l ¼ k(k-1)/2. Since the problem of computing, even approximately, a maximum clique in a graph is known to be NP-complete [1, 2] , the afore-mentioned problem is analogously intractable.
Another closely related problem is the MAX-DISPERSION (or 'dense k-subgraph') problem. Given a graph G ¼ (V, E) and two natural numbers k and l, does G contain a subgraph with exactly k nodes and at least l edges? This problem is similarly NP-hard and a lot of research is focused on its approximate solution [3, 4] .
An interesting relaxation of the above problems is the following one (named MAX-DENSITY): does graph G contain a subgraph in which the ratio of the number of edges to the number of nodes is at least l/k? The purpose of this work is to revisit the latter problem (MAX-DENSITY) and work with the following generalization of it: let G ¼ (V, H, w) be a weighed set-system, where V is a finite set of items, H a set of subsets of V and w a function w( . ): V < H ! N þ assigning a positive weight to every item in V and every set in H. We shall assume that all subsets in H have the same cardinality c H . If necessary, this can be achieved by including to each subset a sufficient number of 'dummy' items of, exceptionally, zero weight. In the case of ordinary graphs, c H is obviously 2. The total weight of a set of items X # V, or a set of sets X # H, is the sum of the weights of its members, W(X) ¼ P x[X w(x). For a set of items S # V, let G(S) denote the set of all sets h [ H that are contained in S, or 'covered' by S, that is: G(S) ¼ fh: h [ H and h # Sg. (In the case of graphs, G(S) is the set of edges of the S-induced subgraph of G.) The density of S is the ratio r(S) ¼ W(G(S))/W(S), that is, the total weight of all sets in H that are covered by S over the total weight of S. The MAX-DENSITY problem is defined as follows.
'Given a set-system G ¼ (V, H, w), compute a subset S of maximum density r(S) ¼W(G(S))/W(S). ' In this work, we provide an algorithm that solves the MAX-DENSITY problem in O(min(p 2/3 , q 1/2 ) q, log(p 2 /q) log 2 U) steps, where p ¼ jVj þ jHj, q ¼ P h[H jhj and U¼ c H W(V)W(H). In the case of ordinary graphs, this is reduced to O(jVj 8/3 log 2 U). In addition, we offer two approximation algorithms: one for general weighed set-systems, with O(jVjlogjVj þ P h[H jhj) complexity and c H 21 approximation factor, and a second one for ordinary unweighed graphs with O(jVj þ jEj) complexity and a 50% approximation factor. The time complexity of the second algorithm is the optimal one.
The MAX-DENSITY problem can be reduced to the bipartite maximum-weight independent set problem, which can be further reduced to the maximum-flow problem, by a reduction that can be traced back to [5] . Although this approach solves MAX-DENSITY in polynomial time, it is not the most efficient one
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For Permissions, please email: journals.permissions@oxfordjournals.org doi:10.1093/comjnl/bxl082 because it does not take into consideration the special structure and weights that arise from MAX-DENSITY instances. This is taken under consideration in [6] , where it is shown that a wealth of problems-MAX-DENSITY for graphs being one of themcan be reduced to a sequence of O(n) max-flow instances, where n is the number of nodes. It was also shown in [6] that if the capacities in this sequence of max-flow instances are defined parametrically in a certain convenient way, then these O(n) instances can be solved with only O(1) multiplicative overhead. The disadvantage of this approach-as the authors of [6] themselves indicate in their concluding epilogue-is that their algorithm is a suitable extension of the particular 'preflow algorithm' [7] for solving the max-flow problem. This does not allow improvements of max-flow algorithms to be exploited-unless one finds a way (not guaranteed to exist) to adjust the parametric technique of [6] to any specific new max-flow algorithm. This is a source of inconvenience since many improvements of max-flow algorithms have been reported in the last years [8] .
Our approach is along these lines, although we deal not with the general parametric max-flow problem, but with the specific MAX-DENSITY problem. To avoid the afore-mentioned disadvantage of [6] , one has to return to an older idea of Goldberg [9] . In [9] , it is shown that given an instance of MAX-DENSITY and a parameter k, we can form an instance of the max-flow problem and from the solution of which we can decide whether the maximum density r max is less than k or not. Thus, we may use repeatedly such max-flow instances (solved in this case by any available technique) to perform a binary search and compute the maximum density. In particular, using [9] and the max-flow algorithm given in [10] , we obtain a MAX-DENSITY algorithm for ordinary graphs that is Q(jVj ) times faster than the one obtainable using the technique given in [6] . However, this technique-at least in the way presented in [9] -is applicable only in the special case of ordinary graphs, not in the general case of set-systems.
Our contribution is the following: we formulate the general MAX-DENSITY problem as a linear programming problem and solve this LP problem by a variation of the primal -dual method. (This variation seems to be rather interesting per se, see Comment 1 in Section 2.4.) Subsequently, we show that the computation of an improved dual solution takes the form of a max-flow problem with small integral capacities. The max-flow instances produced in this way differ from those in [9] , both in structure and in flow capacities. This way we still rely on solving max-flow instances, yet also in a modular manner: any max-flow algorithm can be used in our method, e.g. that given in [10] . Thus, the algorithm we provide in this work is at least as fast as the algorithm obtainable using [9, 10] , and moreover, as we shall show, it has two advantages (in addition to being 'modular').
(i) The max-flow instances we have to solve are successively smaller in size, leading to an even more efficient behaviour in practice, especially when solving large instances of MAX-DENSITY. Although we are not in a position to give a worst case guarantee, we may expect our algorithm to be roughly Q(logjVj) times faster in practice (since for a factor a , 1,
(ii) Our algorithm remains valid and efficient in solving the fully general case of the MAX-DENSITY problem, referring to weighed hypergraphs or set-systems.
We present our algorithm in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the two approximation algorithms. Section 4 is a an epilogue, where we suggest various directions for further work. We close Section 1 by mentioning four reasons for revisiting MAX-DENSITY. Our work has been motivated by the following applications that currently are, or remain, active research areas in which MAX-DENSITY arises in a rather natural way. † Precedence-constrained scheduling. In precedenceconstrained scheduling, we may consider tasks that are ready to be executed as items V and those that are not ready as sets of items H. Specifically, a task t of the second type may be represented by the set h t of all tasks-items that must precede task t. Given a set of tasks S # V, the tasks represented by G(S) # H are exactly all tasks released by S; therefore, a natural heuristic is to try to maximize the ratio r(S) ¼ jG(S)j/jSj. For example in [11] , these notions are exploited to solve in P-time (exactly, not heuristically) an interesting subcase of an otherwise NP-complete scheduling problem. † Web analysis The world-wide-web can be viewed as a graph in which an edge connects two vertices if and only if one vertex 'hyper-links' to the other [12 -14] .
Various graph-theoretical properties of this web-graph (e.g. components, cuts, dense bipartite subgraphs and dense subgraphs) are potentially of interest, since they might reveal non-trivial 'social' aspects of web. For example, if site u contains a link to site v, we may assign a weight w!0 to edge (u, v). If, moreover, they are mutually referenced, we may assign a greater weight w 0 . w ! 0. Subgraphs of high density reveal sets of sites that are heavily mutually referenced. Since the web-graph is an enormous one, fast practical algorithms are desirable. † Automated map labelling. Labelling the items on a map represents a large percentage of its production cost, and it is considered as an important area of applied research. One technique used for automated label placement is to calculate a set of possible placements of its label for each feature of the map. An overlap graph G can be defined on label-placements by connecting two labelplacements if the respective labels overlap. High-density subgraphs D of G are useful because we may consider (heuristically) that only one label-placement is eligible Page 2 of 9 G. F. GEORGAKOPOULOS AND K. POLITOPOULOS from each D. (Details and more references can be found in [15] .) † Bio-informatics. In gene analysis, a graph can be constructed by considering genes as vertices and connecting two genes by an edge, if they are similarly 'expressed' (in a known specific biological way). A high-density subgraph of this graph reveals a group of genes with common biological role. The main peculiarity of this application is that the relevant graph is nature-given and that, moreover, we do know that it consists of overlapping cliques or near-cliques. Fast algorithms are needed for processing large volumes of bio-data. For a very comprehensive exposition of these issues, and further references, see [16] .
AN EFFICIENT ALGORITHM FOR THE MAX-DENSITY PROBLEM

An LP formulation of the problem
Given a set-system G ¼ (V, H, w), we consider its incidence graph, that is, the bipartite graph I G with vertices, the union V < H of items and sets and edges of all pairs (v, h), where v is an item in V, h a set in H and v is a member of h. 
Consider a 0-1 solution of the linear programme PD(G,l). Let us interpret the value x v ¼0 as meaning that item v is selected as a member of S # V, that is, S ¼ fv: x v ¼ 0g. Analogously, let x h ¼1 be interpreted as meaning that set h is as a member of G(S). The constraints x v þ x h 1 of matrix A guarantee the consistency of this interpretation: after selecting a set of nodes S of a graph, we may consider as selected only edges with both their endnodes in S. The analogous holds for set-systems.
The primal's objective function maximizes the weight of selected sets plus the weight of non-selected items, the latter being multiplied by l. The following lemma states formally that MAX-DENSITY is essentially solved by PD(G,l).
, then H 0 equals the whole of G(V 0 ) and its density r(V 0 ) is at least l-as long as H 0 is non-empty.
) and v out ¼ 1 and h out ¼ 0 (for the remaining items and sets). Vector x 0 is easily seen to be a solution of PD(G, l). For the opposite, notice that the 0-1 matrix A represents a bipartite graph, namely, the incidence graph I G (see Definition 1). Thus, A is totally unimodular and the linear programme PD(G,l) has only integral basic solutions [17] -in fact, the primal has 0-1 solutions. Define V 0 as the set fv: x v ¼ 0g and H 0 as the set fh:
is easily verified to be a subsystem of G.
(2) For every set h in H 0 , we have x h ¼1 and for every item v in h, we get by the (v, h)-constraint that
. Since x 0 is optimal and the weights of subsets are positive, for every set h covered by V 0 we must have x h ¼1 and thus h [ H 0 , obtaining also the converse
(the empty subsystem) is always feasible for PD(G,l) and has objective value lW(V), whereas the objective value of
No subset in H 0 is allowed to contain only items with zero weight, thus the non-empty set V 0 has positive weight W(V 0 ) . 0, and since W l x 0 is the optimal objective value, we must have r(V 0 ) ! l.
Complementary slackness conditions
In order to solve the linear programme PD(G,l), we shall need to consider the complementary slackness (CS) conditions. DEFINITION 2. Let A v (resp. A h ) be the column of matrix A corresponding to item v (resp. set h). The quantity
will be the margin of h. 
MAX-DENSITY REVISITED
All 'cut-edges' have zero dual variables.
An efficient algorithm for MAX-DENSITY: the overall plan
To compute an initially maximum density subsystem (V*,H*) of a given set system G* (with density r max ), we begin with the given system G ¼ G* ¼ (V, H) and modify it in successive rounds, k ¼ 0, 1, 2, . . . . During each round we consider four entities: the current state of the set-system G, a 'density' r, the linear programme, PD(G, r) and finally a dual solution y, satisfying the following invariant conditions ( Fig. 1 ):
, where x V ¼0 and x H ¼ 1, is a pair of optimal solutions of PD (G, r); (ii) the set-system G contains an initially maximum-density subsystem (V*, H*), (that is, of maximum density in the initially given system G*).
For the initial set-system G*, we define the primal feasible sol-
we consider all items of G*. We define the dual feasible solution y by setting each dual variable y v,h equal to w(h)/jhj ¼ w(h)/c H (that is, we divide the weight of a set h equally among its elements v [ h). This way we get yA h ¼ w(h) for all sets h. Hence all sets acquire zero margin and CS-condition 2 is satisfied. We set the density parameter l equal to r ¼ min v[V fyA v /w(v)g so that the dual constraints for columns corresponding to items are satisfied: yA v ! rw(v). Since initially we have no excluded items and no cut-edges, the CS-conditions 1 and 3 are trivially satisfied. The initial set-system G* has density at least r (by Lemma 1(2)), and certainly contains an initially maximum density subsystem (V*, H*), thus invariant conditions (1) and (2) hold.
During
0 is non-empty, then the obtained subsystem (V 0 , H 0 ), the new density parameter r 0 and the new dual solution y 0 will satisfy the afore-mentioned invariant conditions, hence we shall be able to reduce G to
0 is empty, then a density higher than r 0 is infeasible, and we may try another value of parameter l. Since the density function r( . ) takes a discrete set of values in steps no smaller than W(V)
21
, it suffices to perform a binary search for l in a suitable range of values to be specified later on in Section 2.5.
Improving the current solution by solving a max-flow problem
Attempting to raise the density-parameter l from a value r to a greater value r 0 decreases the margin of every item v by (r 0 2 r) w(v), thus possibly violating some dual constraints of the linear programme PD(G, r 0 ). We shall show that restoring the dual constraints can be reduced to a max-flow problem with integral capacities. COMMENT 1. We can indicate at this point three characteristic aspects of our approach. The first is that we do not deal with a single but with a parameterized family of linear programmes. The second is that in typical primal-dual algorithms, all constraints are satisfied and the effort is focused on satisfying all CS-conditions. In our case, all CS-conditions are satisfied and the problem is how to satisfy the dual constraints. In this respect, our approach is strongly related to the way primal-dual techniques are used for obtaining approximations algorithms, and it could be named a successive derelaxation(s) technique. (For a nice exposition of the use of primal techniques for approximation algorithms, and many related references, the reader may advise [18] .) The third is that we deal with successively smaller instances, whereas in typical primal-dual algorithms, one deals with successively larger sets of 'admissible columns'.
Aiming to increase negatives margins relative to r 0 at the expense of positive ones, we define an auxiliary flow-graph F as follows.
(i) The vertices of F will be all items and sets V < H, plus a source-vertex s and a target-vertex t. (i) We modify the dual variables: if e ¼ (v,h), we set y
(ii) We define V cut as exactly all items that are vertices of F connected to t through directed paths consisting of only unsaturated edges. Similarly, we define H cut as exactly all sets that are vertices of F connected to t that belong to the minimum-cut are saturated and thus they get zero dual variables y
updating the dual variables have still zero or negative margin by an argument symmetrical to Dual constraints (i). Therefore, we may turn their margin to zero scaling the dual variables y v,h by a suitable factor of value at least 1: denote by y(v) the sum of the dual variables related to v, that is, P h$fvg y v,h , and consider those items v in V cut (currently to be excluded) for which y(v) 2 r 0 w(v) , 0. Notice that in the previous round (for l ¼ r), we had y(v) 2 rw(v) ! 0. Setting for these elements, y Finally, we show that the subsystem (V 0 , H 0 ) corresponding to an optimal solution of PD(G, r 0 ) provides crucial information about the value of the initially maximum achievable density, r max .
be the optimal solution of the linear programme PD(G, r 0 ), computed by the flow-graph F (as described in the previous paragraphs), and let r max be the maximum achievable density of the initial set-system. If
Proof. Let (V*, H*) be a maximum-density solution of the initially given set-system G*. Our invariant conditions (Section 2.3) state that (V*, H*) is a subsystem of the currently examined set-system G ¼ (V, H). We shall consider two cases.
Case H 0 ¼ Ø. The optimal objective value is r 0 W(V), whereas the objective value of the feasible solution (V*, H*)
Since W(V*) . 0, we get r max r 0 . Case H 0 = Ø. In this case, r max ! r 0 : otherwise, by Lemma 1(2), the density of V 0 would be at least r 0 , that is, strictly greater than r max -an obvious contradiction. Subsequently, we shall prove that, in this case, some initially maximumdensity solution is included in V 0 . Since, by Lemma 1, the pair (V 0 , H 0 ) forms a set-system, if r(V 0 ) equals r max , then obviously we are done, so let us suppose that r(V 0 ) , r max . At this point, let us observe that the union or intersection of two set-systems is also a setsystem, whereas this is not valid for their set-difference. Consider the set-system
, then again we are done: V* is a subset of V 0 . We will show in the next paragraph that this must be the case, otherwise by adding Y to (V 0 , H 0 ), we would obtain a solution of strictly greater objective value-a contradiction since V is computed as the optimal solution of PD(G, r 0 ). Let us suppose that V* 2 V 0 = Ø. The items in V* but not in V 0 cannot all be of zero weight because this would contradict the optimality of V 0 : including these items to V 0 would increase the weight of the subsets H 0 but not the weight of V 0 , leading to a solution of higher value. Thus W(V* 2 V 0 ).0 and the 'density' of the pair Y,
, is defined. The pair Y is not necessarily a set-system; therefore, it is possible that r Y ! r max . Yet this cannot be the case: if r Y ! r max , adding the pair Y to (V 0 , H 0 ), we obtain the set-system (V 0 < V*, H 0 < H*). Since, by our assumptions r Y !r max . r(V 0 ), we obtain for V 0 < V* a strictly greater density r(V 0 < V*) . r(V 0 ). By Lemma 1 the objective Page 6 of 9 G. F. GEORGAKOPOULOS AND K. POLITOPOULOS
. 0, the former value is strictly greater than the latter-a contradiction since the latter is supposed to be the optimal objective value of PD(G, r 0 ). Thus we must have r Y , r max .
Given r Y , r max we reach another contradiction: X cannot be empty (this would lead to r Y ¼ r max ) and since it is a setsystem, it must have r(X) r max , rendering the density of the set-system (V*, H*) ¼ X < Y strictly less than the supposed maximum r max . Hence we cannot have V* 2 V 0 = Ø and we are done: the initially maximum-density solution V* is included in V 0 Therefore, if (and only if) H 0 = Ø, we may continue on to the next stage using (V 0 , H 0 ), r 0 and y 0 in the place of (V, H), r and y, satisfying all invariant conditions of Section 2.2.
The MAX-DENSITY algorithm for weighed set-systems and its complexity
The density function r( . ) takes a set of discrete values in the
. The capacities of the auxiliary flow problem depend on the values of the density parameter (r 0 , see Section 2.4, paragraph (3)) and on the size of the subsets c H (since the initial values of the dual variables y v,h are set to w(h)/c H ). Thus we may use an integer l in the range [c H W(H), . . . , c H W(H)W(V)] to represent a tentative density of value r 0 ¼ l/ c H W(V) and to locate the maximum density by a binary search, as described in the previous section. By multiplying all capacities by a factor of c H W(V), we can keep them all of them integral. Therefore, it suffices to solve max-flow instances with integral capacities in the range 0, . . . , c H W(H)W(V). The algorithm we propose is as follows.
Algorithm 1:
Given set-system (V, 
Return (V, H). The algorithm of Goldberg and Rao [8, 10] for max-flow problems with integral capacities has O(min(p 2/3 , q 1/2 ) q log(p 2 /q) log U) complexity, where p is the number of vertices and q ¼ the number of edges. In our case, p ¼ jVj þ jHj and q ¼ P h[H jhj. Yet notice that, in the case of graphs with n nodes and m edges, a path v ! e ! u in the auxiliary network-graph F, where v and u are items in V and e is an edge, can be replaced by an edge v ! u with capacity c(v, e). This way all vertices of F corresponding to edges of G can be eliminated, leaving F with only p ¼ n vertices and q ¼ Q(m) ¼O(n 2 ) edges. Notice that as long as the number of edges or sets is substantial (not less than the number of items), the cost of forming each auxiliary flow graph is absorbed by the worst-case cost of finding the respective max-flow. Thus, in total, we obtain an O(n 8/3 log 2 U) complexity, m ¼ Q(n 2 ) being indeed the worst case. B COMMENT 2. Solving PD(G, l)-for each specific l-can be viewed as a maximum weight independent set (MWIS) in graph I G . Since I G is bipartite, MWIS is solvable in polynomial time. This can again be achieved by solving a max-flow problem defined on a graph with Q(jVj þ jHj) nodes and V( P h[H jhj) edges. Since for simple graphs, Algorithm 1 solves max-flow instances with Q(jVj) nodes and Q(jEj) edges and it is always in a better position than the MWIS approach. For general set-systems, Algorithm 1 can be expected to be roughly Q(logjVj) times faster than estimated due to discarding a part of G after each iteration that increases successfully the density parameter.
Subsequently, for the sake of the readers interested to implement Algorithm 1, we give a more detailed description, specialized for the case of ordinary weighed graphs.
Given a weighed graph (V, E, W) let l min 2W(E), l max 2W(E)W(V). Define variables y(u, v) and y(v, u) for all edges e ¼ (u, v) in E, by y(u, v), y(v, u) W(e)W(V). // notice the implicit multiplication by 2W(V). While (l max 2 l min ).1 do f Set l (l max 2 l min ) div 2 and form the flow-graph F as follows:
The nodes of F are the nodes V plus a source s and a target t. Add to F the directed edges (u, v), (v, u), for all (u, v) [ E, with capacities y(u, v) and y(v, u) respectively. // prepare to check for tentative density r 0 =l/2W(V): Calculate the margins m(u)
Add to F edges f(s, u)|m(u) . 0g, setting capacity to +m(u). Add to F edges f(u, t)|m(u) , 0g, setting capacity to 2m(u).
Compute a max-flow f(u, v) for F.
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// any (integral-capacities) max-flow algorithm may be used. // only one of f(u, v), f(v, u) will be non zero. Define V cut (= nodes connected to t via unsaturated edges).
TWO FAST APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS FOR MAX-DENSITY
For very large graphs (as those one may expect-at least in the applications suggested in Section 1), an O(n 8/3 log 2 U) complexity may become prohibitively large. Thus one may choose to turn to approximation algorithms, if these are significantly faster. Below we propose two such options: one for set-systems and other (with optimal complexity) for usual graphs.
General weighted set-systems
Consider a system G ¼ (V, H) containing a subsystem (V*, H*) of maximum density r max . Subsequently, we will describe how to obtain a c H 21 -approximation algorithm for MAX-DENSITY.
To measure the 'contribution' of a subset S # V to the density r(V), let us define the impact i(S, V) as the ratio W(fh [ H, h > S = Øg)/W(S), that is, as the total weight of sets that demand some element of S in order to be covered over the total weight of S. Notice that if the impact factor i(S, V) is less than the density r(V) of V, then we may exclude S from V: the remaining set V 2 S has strictly greater density. Consider the item v min of minimum impact i min on V. We examine two cases. Case 1. If the minimum impact i min is greater than or equal to the maximum densityr max , then by the definition of impact we get that the total weight W(fh [ H, x [ hg) of all sets h [ H containing a specific element x [ V is at least i min w(x) ! r max w(x). Summing the inequalities W(fh [ H, x [ hg) ! r max w(x) over all elements x, we will get r max W(V) at the right side, whereas on the left side, we will not add the weight of a set in H more than c H times. Thus
Case 2. If the minimum impact i min is less than the maximum density r max , then the relevant item v min does not belong to optimum set of items V*, otherwise we could exclude v min from V* and obtain a strictly greater density r(V* 2 v min ), since i(v min ,V*) i(v min ,V) ¼ i min , r max . Thus V* is a subset of V 2 v min and we may continue setting V (V 2 v min ), reducing for the next round the impact factor of every
Since V* is non-empty, and the size of V is strictly reduced after each step, Case 1 is bound to occur. The c H
21
-approximation algorithm we propose is as follows.
Algorithm 2:
Given set-system G =(V, H, w) and priority-queue PQ:
Using Fibonacci heaps [19] that support Insert(x), DeleteMin and Promote(x,d) (reduce the priority of x by d) in O(1), O(log n) and O(1) respectively. amortized time, we get an O(jVjlogjVj þ P h[H jhj) time complexity. COMMENT 3. Why does Algorithm 1 choose more accurately than Algorithm 2 which set of items to exclude? Let us give a clue: increasing the density-parameter l from value r to a higher value r 0 , a subset N of items in V acquires negative margin and this forces us to exclude a set V cut # N from V. Let H cut be the set of H-sets that has to be excluded from H, and let C be the cut-edges defined by V cut < H cut . Using the satisfied CS-conditions yA h ¼ w(h), we can bound the impact the excluded set V cut has on V, by i(
After computing a max-flow and updating y to y 0 (without the scaling correction of Section 2.4 (Figs 2 and 3) ), we get the same formulae, this time for y 0 . But now C is a min-cut and by CS-condition 3, its edges have zero dual variables or P (v,h)[C y 0 v, h ¼ 0. Thus we obtain: (i) i(V cut , V) r 0 : a set V cut having impact less than the requested density is excluded.
(ii) r(V 2 V cut ) ! r 0 : a set V 2 V cut having a density not less than the requested one is selected. Algorithm 2, considering the impacts of only single items, fails to consider other subsets that might have impact smaller than i min , although such subsets can be identified by a min-cut.
Unweighed graphs: achieving optimal time complexity
In the case of ordinary graphs G ¼ (V, E) having all weights equal to 1, we have c H ¼ 2, i(x, V) ¼ degree(x) [ [0..n 2 1], and d(x)¼1 (removing a node of degree d reduces the degree of d nodes by 1). This allows us to achieve a 50%-approximation algorithm running in O(jVj þ jEj) (that is, optimal time) by the data structure described below. 
EPILOGUE
We have shown that the primal -dual approach of solving linear programming problems admits a (further) variation-in our case, a successive derelaxation of the dual constraintsthat is capable of producing efficient algorithms for 'density' problems. In this work, we were able to solve the general case of the MAX-DENSITY problem (referring to weighed setsystems) in P-time and the special case (referring to graphs) faster than any of the currently available algorithms.
We propose five further research directions.
(i) Can we improve the performance of Algorithm 1, possibly by designing a data structure encompassing the results of previous rounds? (ii) Can MAX-DENSITY become useful-as a heuristic, of course-for the dense k-subgraph problem, or in searching for cliques or near-cliques? (iii) In the case of graphs G, Algorithm 1, for k ¼ 1, . . . ,n, 'strips-out' various components X k of G, essentially decomposing G into X 1 < X 2 < ... < X n . Is this computation-based decomposition of G 'natural' in some sense, that is, one that can be defined on G graph-theoretically and independently of our algorithm? (iv) For which class of graphs the algorithm of Section 3.2 computes exactly a maximum density subgraph? (v) Finally, can the primal-dual-like technique used in this work be extended and applied to other similar problems?
